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Factor-Splitting Length
of Torsionfree Abelian Groups of Rank Two.

LADISLAV BICAN (*)

The factor-splitting length of a torsionfree abelian group is defined
as the supremum of the splitting lengths of all its factor-groups.
Describing the splitting length of a given factor-group we present
a characterization of the splitting length of a rank two torsionfree
group in terms of its bases. For every positive integer n there is a
rank two torsionfree group G having the factor-splitting length n
and for each k  n there is a factor-group of G with the splitting length k.
If the factor-splitting length of a given rank two group G is infinite
then two cases can occur: Either G has a factor-group of infinite

splitting length and factor-groups of all finite splitting lengths, or G
has a factor-group of infinite splitting length and factor-groups of
finite splitting lengths up to some n, only.

By the word « group » we shall always mean an additively written
abelian group. As in [1], we use the notions «characteristic  and
« type » in the broad meaning, i.e. we deal with these notions in mixed
groups. The symbols h’(g), -rG(g) and iO(g) denote respectively the
p-height, y the characteristic and the type of the element g in the
group will denote the set of all primes. If n’ C n and if G is a
torsionfree group then for each subset if C G the symbol denotes
the n’ -pure closure of if in G. Any maximal linearly independent
set of elements of a torsionfree group G is called a basis. The set

(*) Indirizzo dell’A.: MFF UK, Sokolovski 83, 18600 Praha 8-Karlin,
Cecoslovacchia.
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of all positive integers is denoted by N, No = N U {O}. Other nota-

tion will be essentially that as in [7].
For a mixed group G with the torsion part T = T(G) we denote

by G the factor-group GIT and f or g e G g is the element g -p T of G.
The rank of a mixed group G is that of G.

LEMMA 1 ([1; Theorem 2]) : A mixed group G o f rank one splits
if and only i f each element g e has a non-zero multiple mg
such that iG(mg) = and mg has p-sequence 2n G whenever = o0

(i.e. there exist elements = mg, ... such that = = 0,
1, ... ).

Recall [5], that the p-height sequence of an element g of a mixed
group G is the double sequence elements of NoU 
defined inductively in the following way: Put ki = ko = lo = 0 and

hp(g). If ki, li are defined and either = 00, or li  o0

and = li i -+- k for all k E N then put = k i and Z i+1 = li’
If and there are kEN with then let 
be the smallest positive integer for which == -~- 

Let p be a prime and n an integer, n &#x3E; 1. We say that an element

g of a mixed group G has the (p, n)-property if for its p-height sequence
the sequence has non-negative

elements and lim ~(n ki) - = - lim lo where we
o0

put oo - m = 00 for every m E No U {oo}.
Recall [10], that the splitting length of a mixed group G is the

infimum of the set of all positive integers n such that the n-th tensor
power Gn = GO G@ ...0 G splits.

LEMMA 2 ([5; Theorem]) : A mixed group G o f rank one has the

splitting length n &#x3E; 1 i f and only i f G does not split and n &#x3E; 1 is the

smallest integer such that every element g E has a non-zero mul-

tiple mg which has the (p, n)-property for every prime p.

DEFINITION 3: Let H be a subgroup of a torsionfree group G.
For each prime p we define the p-height h~(g) of H in G as the
minimum of the p-heights of all elements of H in G, i.e. h~(H) _
- 

LEMMA 4 : Let H be a rank one subgroup o f a torsion f ree group G,
S = ~g~~ ~ I f h~(g) ~ h~(g) then + H) = + S).
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PROOF: without loss of generality we can assume that h~(g) =
- Z  oo. Denoting hD(H) = r we can choose an element h c H with

= r. If the equation + s, k &#x3E; Z, is solvable in G, then
ah = bs for some relatively prime integers b. From p Ib we get

contradiction. Hence there are

integers u, v with pkU + bv = I and pk(bvx + ug) = bvg + bvs +
+ pkug = g + avh, from which the assertion follows.

LEMMA 5: Let H be a rank one subgroup o f a torsionfree group G,

The converse holds provided h’(g) 

PROOF: Without loss of generality we can assume that h~(g) _
If the is solvable in G,

then = for some kENo and ( m, p ) = 1. Then =

- mpkg + hand k + + + H) = I + k
which contradicts the inequality Z C r.

Conversely, y by the hypothesis we have + H) = hD(g) == 1.

Let the equation + h, be solvable in G. Then
hence ~(~+~)&#x3E;~+1?

which contradicts the hypothesis.

LEMMA 6 : Let H be ac rank one subgroup o f a torsion f ree gro2cp G
o f rank two, ~’ _ ~~~, I f then

hp’’H(g + H) = + S). The converse holds provided hp(H).

PROOF: We can suppose that If the equation
is solvable in G then If

= g then from the hypothesis it easily follows that pk(g’@ a) =
- g 01 for some From this and from 1 ) = 1 we

get g’@ = 0, hence ==p~ 7~ c Z, from which the direct
part follows immediately.

Suppose that hp(g)  h~(.g)  oo, the case = cxJ being trivial.
Choose s E S with hGp(s) = 0 and take an arbitrary element 0153 @ E

E G O Zp. Then kprx = ug + vs some r E N0, (k,p) = (kpr, u, v) = 1.
For r = 0 we have x 0 + ~ 0 vmlkn e 
1 f r &#x3E; 0 then plu yields hence pjv which is impossible. Thus
ua + = 1 for some a, b and consequently + bg) ==
- g + vas. So, + + S) = hp(g) and from 

= we get v = and consequently lx = ug’ + v’ s,
from which the assertion follows.
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LEMMA 7 : Let H be a rank one subgroup of a torsion f ree group G,

PROPOSITION 8 : Let H be a rank one subgroup of a torsion free group G
of two, 8 = H&#x3E;Gn. T he following conditions are equivalent :

(i) The factor-group GIH splits;

PROOF: (i) ~ (ii). Since BIH is the torsion part of GIH, it fol-

lows from Lemma 1 that for almost all primes p it is + H) =
- + S) and it suffices to use Lemma 5.

(ii) - (iii). If px, p2, ..., Pn are all primes with hp(g)  k§(H) oo
for which the equality in question do not hold, consider the element

where ~=~(~)2013~(~), ~=1,2~..~~
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(iii) ~ (iv). Obvious.

(iv) =&#x3E; (i). For each prime p with h~(g)  h§(H)  oo and for
k = h~(H) - h~(g) we have by Lemma 4 and the hypothesis

Since the same equality holds by Lemma 4 for all other primes, it

remains with respect to Lemma 1 to show that for each prime p with
+ ~’) = oo the element g + H has a p-sequence in G/H.

The p-primary component of is obviously either a cyclic
group or a quasicyclic group C(p-). In the either case put
go = g and assume that ., ... , g~ are such elements that

and that each gi + H is of infinite p-height in GIH. Thus for each
there is and hs E .H with Now

g(8) - g(1») == hi and so

In the respective case the factor-group is p-divisible. Again,
put go = g and assume that go, gl, I ..., gn are such elements that

Since GIS is p-divisible, there are elements and s E S such
that gn - s. Further, ps’ = s -~- h for suitable elements S’ES,
h E H. Setting gn + 1-~ s’ we get H) = gn + H and the
proof is complete.

THEOREM 9 : Let H be a rank one subgroup of a torsion f ree group G
of rank two, S = H&#x3E;Gn. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) has the splitting length 

(ii) n is the smallest integer such that for each element g E 
the inequality holds for almost all primes p
with H)  h:/8(g + S);
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(iii) contains an element g such that n is the smallest integer
satis f ying hp(H) for all primes p with hll’(g -f- H) 

PROOF: (i)=&#x3E; (ii). Let be arbitrary, y n &#x3E;- 2. It follows
from Lemma 2 that g -~- .g has the (p, n)-property for almost all

primes p. If p is such a prime w ith + H)  + S) then

n = 1 then + H) = + S) for almost all primes p by
Lemma 1 and condition (ii) is trivially satisfied.

(ii)=&#x3E; (iii). If pl, p2 , ... , pn are all primes with hD~~(g -~-- g) 
 hp~~(g -+- S) and consider the element g’= pil p22 ...
... pnng where Zi = h~~(H) - hp~(g), 2 = 1, 2, ..., n. Then for each p,

= so that ~(~+ H) = hp~~’(g’-~- ~S) by Lemma 4, while
for the remaining primes in question the inequality considered remains
valid.

(iii) ~ (i). For n = 1 the inequality yields the equal-
ity + H) = + S) so that this equality holds for each

prime p. If h§(g)  h§(H)  00 then Lemma 5 gives h:/H(pkg + H) =
- + 15 for each k E N0 and GIH splits by Proposition 8.

Let n &#x3E; 1. If we put {p e + H)  + ~)} and
n2 = then the set nl is infinite (for otherwise G/8 splits and
n = 1 by the first part of this proof). For each prime P E n1 the
p-height sequence of the element g + H is given by Lemma 7 (i).
Then

and by the hypothesis n is the smallest integer for which the element
g + H has the (p, n)-property for all primes p E n1’ Concerning the
primes p E 712 the p-height sequence of g + H is given by Lemma 7(ii)
and g + H has the (p, n)-property trivially. Thus GIH is of the

splitting length n by Lemma 2.
For the sake of brevity we shall denote the splitting length of

a group G by sl(G).

COROLLARY 10: Let G be a torsion f ree group of two and

one subgroups. Then 
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PROOF : Since and for sl(6’/JTi)  oo it suf-
fices to use Theorem 9, while for = oo the assertion is trivial.

THEOREM 11: Let G be a torsionfree groups o f two and H be

its rank one subgroup such that sl(GIH) = n oo. Then for 
kn,, there is ac rank one subgroup K o f G with = k. More-

over, K can be selected such that H C K.

PROOF : Put 8 = (H)§§ 
By Theorem 9 we can choose an element g e GBS in such a way that

for each pEn’. For k = 1 it suffices to put K = S
(or take some subgroup of finite index in S). So, suppose n &#x3E; k &#x3E; 2
and let pEn’ be arbitrary. Denoting == 8p define lp E No to be
the smallest integer with 

First showy that By the choice of lp we have
lp -1 +  8p . Now the assumption yields (~20131)’
. h:(g) c 1 - a contradiction.

By hypothesis, for each prime there is ypE H with = sf)
and with respect to the preceding item there is XpE G with 2/p.
Now consider the group .K = (H U 

Let pEn’ be arbitrary and let y E IT be such that hD(y) = r 
Then

pairwise different pi i ~ p, and eh - ay, for some integers (e, (j) = 1.
For m = pl- = p:imi, where li = lVi’ we have

Hence h~(~) = r &#x3E; 0 and so hp(~) = 0. On
the other hand,

This contradiction shows that and, in fact, h~(I~) _
- s1J-l1J since = 

For each p E it is hG"Y(g + H)  hGIK(g + K)  + S) _
== h:/H(g -B H) and for each prime p E n’ the preceding parts give
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 so + -K) = hp(9’) = + H)  hols(g + S), and
h~(g) ~ h~(.~). To finish the proof it suffices now to show that ~; is

the smallest such integer and to apply Theorem 9.
By hypothesis and Theorem 9 there are infinitely many primes

with (n -1 ) h"(g)  h:(H) == 81)" Suppose now that for such a
prime p it is (k -1 ) h:(K). Then

hence (~2013~)~(~) and consequently

which contradicts the choice of lp .

DEFINITION 12: The factor-splitting length, fsl(G), of a torsion-
free group G is defined to be sup a subgroup of GI.

COROLLARY 13 : If a torsionfree group G of rank two has the factor-
splitting length ~2  oo then for each kEN, k  n, there is a homomorphic
image of G the splitting length k.

PROOF: By the definition there is a (rank one) subgroup H of G
with sl(GIH) - n and it suffices to use Theorem 11.

REMARK 14: If G is a torsionfree group of rank two then it fol-
lows from Corollary 10 that fsl(G) = sup 10 =1= g E G}.

THEOREM 15: A torsion f ree group G of two has the factor-
splitting length n ~ 1 if and only if n is the smallest integer such that
for each basis fg, h} of G and for almost all primes p with h~(h)

PROOF: Assume first that fsl(G) = n. If Ig, h} is an arbitrary
basis of G we put

and
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By the hypothesis we have = For each prime 
Lemma 6 yields the inequality + H)  h;/8(g + ~’), where
H = ~h~ and S = h&#x3E;, and consequently Theorem 9 gives the in-
equality 1  for almost all primes p Consider-

ing the factor-group we similarly obtain the inequality 
 h;(h)lh;(g)  1 for almost all primes p E n2.

Conversely, assume that the condition of Theorem is satisfied.
Let 0 ~ be an arbitrary element and be arbitrary.
Denote H = (h), 8 = ~h~~ and set

Then for each pen’ h~(g)  h~(~) by Lemma 4 and

by Lemma 6. By hypothesis, for almost all primes it is

h’(H) and, consequently, by Theorem 9. So
with respect to Remark 14 we have fsl(G)  n and it remains to show
the existence of h E G with = n.

By hypothesis, there si a basis {g, hl of G such that for no k  n,
the inequalities  k hold for almost all primes

Then either xi is infinite and n is the exact upper bound of h:(h)/h:(g)
for almost all primes or ~2 is infinite and 11n is the exact
lower bound of for almost all primes p E ~c2 . In the first
case we easily get from Lemma 6, Lemma 4 and Theorem 9 that

= n and the same arguments in the second case yields
= n.

EXAMPLE 16: Consider the group G generated by the elements
a, b, ap, bp, pEn, with respect to the relations pap = a, pn b, = b,

n &#x3E;2. The group G is torsionfree of rank two,
the element b has the characteristic (n, n, ...) and all the elements
outside of b~~ are of the type (1, 1, ... ). Hence for each h E b~~,
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H = ik) , 8 ~ h~~, we have hgl’(a + H)  + S), = k§(H)
for almost all primes p and = n by Theorem 9. Moreover,
for each Proposition 8 yields the splitting of and G

has the factor-splitting length n.

EXAMPLE 17. Consider the group G generated by the elements
a, b, b~, 7 c,, p with respect to the relations pbp = b, pc, = a + bp,

The group G is torsionfree of rank two, the element b has the
characteristic (1, 1, ...) and all the elements outside of b~~ are of
the type Z (the additive group of integers). For each h E 

Proposition 8 yields the splitting of Consider now the sub-

group H of G with (b) C H C b;~ = S. If f(H) = iG (b) then the

torsion part of is finite and therefore splits. In the opposite
case there is an infinite set of primes with hG(H) = 1. For all these

primes we have h:/H(g + H)  h:/8(g + ~S) but there is no n EN with
Hence, by Theorem 9, has no finite splitting

length. From these observations it immediately follows that fsl(G).:== o0
and for each factor-group of G it is either = o0 or

sl(GIH) = 1.

THEOREM 18: (i) For each positive integer n there exists a torsion-
free group G of two having the factor- splitting length n ;

(ii) There exists a torsionfree group G of rank two of infinite
factor-splitting length such that G has a homomorphic image
of splitting length n for each n E N U 

(iii) For each n e N there exists a torsion f ree group G of rank two
and of in f inite factor-splitting length such that the splitting
length of any homomorp hic image of G is either infinite or
at most n.

PROOF: (i) See Example 16.

(ii) Decompose the set n into disjoint infinite subset ;r, n2, ...

and consider the group G (« composition » of groups from Example 16
for all n ~ 2 ) generated by the elements a, b, api, 
i == 2, 3, ... , with respect to the relations

For h = b, .H~ = (k), 8 _ ~h~~ we obviously have h:/H(a + H) 
 h:/S(a + S) for each prime p E n and h"(H) = ihp(a) for each p e ni.
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Hence sl(GIH) = oo by Theorem 9. Further, for H = we

have hp(lI) _ ~2 for and, consequently, = n.

(iii) For n = 1 see Example 17. If n ~ 2 then decompose the
set x into two disjoint infinite parts xi and n2 and consider the group G
(«composition» of groups from Examples 16 and 17) generated by
the elements a, b, ap, op, bq, I P E n1, with respect to the
relations pap = a, pn bp = b, pCp == a~ -~- b~, I qbq --- b, qc,,= a + bq, P E n1,
q E n2. Using similar arguments as in Examples 16 and 17 we see
that splits for each h E GB b~~ . Further, for b~ ~ 
it is oo) whenever I{P 1~ ~ = oo. In the opposite
case, using Corollary 10, we easily get = Especially,

= n.

REMARK 19: Theorem 15 and Example 16, 17, as well as the

proof of Theorem 18 show that the factor-splitting length of a tor-
sionfree group G of rank two depends on the type set z(G) of G, only.
It is not too hard to show that the factor-splitting length of G can
be found in the following way: Let if = If , ~~z ~ a, f, cr E and

let g, h E G be such that zG(g) = r, = a. Set = lp 
~ are finite and g&#x3E;’ O ~h~~ is not p-pure in G} and

where we put m/0 = oo. If O = sup eM, d = inf where .lVl ranges
over all pairs of different types from f (G), then fsl(G) = oo if either
O = o0 or J = 0 and fsl(G) = n if n is the smallest integer with

and 
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